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EDU 512: Teaching Elementary School Mathematics - FALL 2010 
Childhood/Early Childhood Department, SUNY Cortland 

Course Instructor: Susana Davidenko, PhD 
Email: Davidenko@cortland.edu
Office: School of Education Building room 1104 
Phone: (607) 753-5527; Home Phone: (315) 469-1215 

Course Information 
Section 601: MW  12:05 – 1:20 
Room:  Ed. Building 1103 
Office Hours:  T & Th: 10 – 12:30 and by appt.     

 
Course Description (Catalog)   

The goal of this course is to prepare preservice teachers in the MST Program to teach mathematics to 
elementary school students in an effective, constructivist, and equitable manner. In class meetings, the instructor 
will use hands-on mathematics activities to model appropriate strategies for teaching mathematics in a student-
centered classroom and to build preservice teachers' understandings of mathematics. Inquiry teaching will be 
also modeled and expected in students' lesson plans. By completing class readings, course assignments, and 
observations of children in classrooms, students will develop a multitude of techniques and strategies for 
providing mathematics instruction to diverse learners. Prerequisite: Admission to the MST Program. (3 cr. hr.) 
 

Course Objectives 
In this course you will 

 
1. Examine and reflect on their past experiences in mathematics and their personal beliefs about the 

teaching and learning of mathematics (ACEI-5.1; CF-Professional Commitments). 
 

2. Understand the impact that teachers of mathematics have in promoting equity in mathematics education 
(ACEI 5.1, 5.1).  
 

3. Learn and understand the difference between the traditional and constructivist approaches to teaching 
mathematics and apply this knowledge to write developmentally appropriate, inquiry based lesson plans 
(ACEI 1, 3.1, 3.4, CF-Professional Standards). 
 

4. Develop deeper conceptual knowledge of mathematics, number fluency and problem solving abilities 
and use that knowledge in their lesson plans (ACEI 2.3, 3.3; CF-Knowledge Base). 

 
5. Understand connections among mathematics concepts, mathematics and other content areas and real life 

experiences and use this knowledge to design activities that require students’ application of mathematics 
in a variety of contexts (ACEI 2.3, 3.1; CF-Knowledge base; Standards, Technology). 

 
6. Design mathematics activities and lesson plans that are developmentally appropriate, build on students’ 

previous knowledge, and are appealing to students with different learning styles. Lessons include 
differentiation to meet the needs of all learners in culturally diverse, inclusive classrooms (gender 
differences, academic ability, physical disabilities, and English language learners). (ACEI 1, 2.1, 2.3, 
3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5; CF Knowledge base, Diversity) 
 

7. Understand and apply the New York State Learning Standards 3: Mathematics to activities and lesson 
plans (ACEI 1, 2.3, 5.1; CF-Knowledge base, Standards, Assessment). 
 

8. Design a variety of formal and informal assessment strategies to evaluate not only procedural skills but 
also students' conceptual understanding. These assessment tools do not conflict with students’ home-
culture, and are differentiated for students with special needs (ACEI 3.2, 4, 5.1; CF-Assessment). 

 

mailto:Davidenko@cortland.edu
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Required Materials 
• Text and written materials 

o No textbook is required this semester. 
o On several occasions, you will be expected to find information on given topics in mathematics 

education. This will be a way for you to learn the content without the use of a textbook. 
o I will also provide reading materials that I created and/or compiled from a variety of sources. 

These materials will provide you with information on the most current approaches to teaching 
the key concepts of the mathematics curriculum 1-6.  

 
• Bring to every class 

o a folder containing the syllabus, the course timeline, the NY State Mathematics Standard 
booklet, other handouts given in class, your work done in class, and your notes. 

o A small bag with a calculator, a cm/inch ruler, tape, small stapler, a pair of scissors 
 
Recommended Resources 

• Texts and other books 
o Cathcart, G.W., Pothier, Y.M., Vance, J.H., & Bezuk, N.S., (2001). Learning mathematics in 

elementary and middle schools. Merrill Prentice Hall. 
o Reys, R., Lindquist, M., Lambdin, D., Smith, N., & Suydam, M. (2001). Helping Children Learn 

Mathematics. John Wiley & Sons. 6th edition. 
o Van de Walle (2001). Elementary and middle school mathematics: Teaching developmentally. 

Addison Wesley Longman, Inc. 4th Ed. 
o National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). 2000. Principles and Standards for 

School Mathematics. Reston, Va.: NCTM. 
o National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). 2006. Curriculum Focal Points for 

Prekindergarten through Grade 8: A Quest for Coherence. Reston, Va.: NCTM. 
 

• Recommended Journals 
o Teaching children mathematics; NCTM 
o Teaching mathematics in the middle grades; NCTM 
o Educational leadership; ASCD 

 
• Recommended Online resources 

o http://www.emsc.nysed.gov/3-8/MathCore.pdf  The New York State Mathematics Learning 
Standard 3, for Pre-K to 12 levels (2005) (It is the booklet handed out in class but you can 
retrieve it from the web). 

o www.nlvm.usu.edu  Excellent resource! An  interactive web page to use virtual manipulatives, 
it’s the National Library of Virtual Manipulatives 

o http://www.nyiteez.org/MarcoPoloNY/  Lesson plans and ideas linked to NY State Standards (all 
subjects) Click on Math on the column on the left side. 

o http://illuminations.nctm.org/  Quality lesson plans and ideas linked to the National Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) standards 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.emsc.nysed.gov/3-8/MathCore.pdf
http://www.nlvm.usu.edu/
http://www.nyiteez.org/MarcoPoloNY/
http://illuminations.nctm.org/
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A few notes about this course 
 

 This course will introduce you to the newest, research based strategies for teaching mathematics- let’s 
call them “constructivist approaches”. These approaches are promoted by the leading mathematics 
association in the country- the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NTMC) - as well as 
proposed in the New York State Standard 3: Mathematics. 
 

 You may be surprised by and perhaps initially reject these approaches as they confront your current 
views of mathematics teaching and the role of the teacher in the mathematics classroom. 
 
My advice? Keep an open mind and be ready to learn mathematics in a different manner. You will come 
to realize that the goal of this change in approaches is that students make sense of mathematics concepts 
and procedures, and that students develop thinking skills. 
 
 The teacher is not in charge of delivering information or teaching rules and procedures. Instead, the 
teacher facilitates his/her students’ construction of understanding of mathematics thought hands-on 
activities, small groups work, promoting communication among students, and using inquiry strategies 
that lead to students’ meaningful learning.  
 

 To learn how to teach in that way, you must experience these approaches first hand. Thus, in most 
classes I will model the lessons, teaching it as I would teach it in an elementary classroom. Observations 
in the elementary schools will also help you better understand the relationship between the teachers’ 
strategies and student learning.  
 

 There is a variety of assignments for this class; each assignment having a special purpose. The 
assignments are not “busy work” and you should demonstrate your willingness to complete the 
assignments in the best way you can. Assignments that reflect you lack of interest (e.g., the assignment 
is sloppy, incomplete, with grammar or spelling errors) will not receive full credit. 
 

 For some assignments, you may find that the directions are very general or seem vague. The reason is 
that, depending on the type of assignment, when the directions are very detailed, you all will follow 
directions step-by-step without developing your own thinking processes and creativity. 
 

Assignments and Point Allocation 
 

• Homework assignments (3, 3, 3, 3)      12 % 
• Written responses (3, 3)        6 % 
• In-class group assignments       16% 
• Quizzes (4, 4, 4)       12% 
• Observations and final reflection (4, 4, 4, 10)   22% 
• Lesson plans (8, 8, 8, 8)      32 % 

                      100 % 

Note: You should be present during the quizzes and during the “final exam day.”  Please, 
talk to me in advance if a TRUE conflict arises. Otherwise you will get a 0 in the quiz or 
final assignment and risk your successful completion of the course. 
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Brief description of the assignments 

Detailed description of each assignment will be discussed in class and included along the directions posted in 
Blackboard. Some examples of assignments will be also given in class so you can further understand what is 
expected.  
 
Homework assignments          

• H1: Virtual Manipulatives: Addition and Subtraction 
• H2: Virtual Manipulatives: Multiplication and Division 
• H3: Virtual Manipulatives: Geometry 
• H4: Double classification of triangles 
•  
H1, H2 and H3 will be completed using the National Library of Virtual Manipulatives web site, 
(www.nlvm.usu.edu).  Directions for all the H will be posted on Blackboard and clarified in class. 

 
Written responses            

• W1: Equity in mathematics classrooms I 
• W2: Equity in mathematics classrooms II 

 
In-class group assignments (Note: Some will be finished outside class) 

• In most lessons you will work in small groups on a task or small project. Some of these tasks are more 
relevant and will be graded as a “group grade.” Some tasks will be totally completed in class; others will 
have to be complete them outside class or typed to turn them in.  

• Note: If you miss a class when a group task is done, you will have to do it on your own. Missing class 
does not release you from doing the assignment.  Your individual participation during group work will 
also be evaluated. You cannot just watch what the others do.  

 
Quizzes (in class or take-home)         

• Q1: Number operations: +, -, x, / 
• Q2: Operations with multiple digit numbers 
• Q3: Fractions 

 
Classroom Observations (three) and Final Reflection on the Course 
• During your field experience you will complete three observation templates, which are basically, a lesson 

plan template. Complete explanations and examples will be given in class. 
• At the end of the semester you will write a reflection on the field placement responding to several points 

that I will include in the directions. 
 

Lesson plans        
These assignments will be explained in detail in class and in the direction of each of them in Blackboard, 
because each one has a different “twist”.  

• L1: Can you make a triangle? (This is one of the in-class group assignments) 
• L2: Performance assessment (individual) 
• L3: Lesson from Observation and Follow up lesson (individual) 
• L4: Children’s literature assignment (partners)  
 

http://www.nlvm.usu.edu/
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Evaluation of Your Performance 
 

     A 100- 95   C+  79 - 77    
     A- 94 - 90 C  76 - 74 
      B+ 89 - 87 C-  73 - 70 
     B 86 - 84 D+  66 – 68 (should retake course) 
     B- 83 - 80 D  67 – 65 (should retake course)  
       F  Less than 65 
 

• According to Education Department policies, teacher candidates receiving less than C- in a methods 
course may not student teach without retaking the course and receiving a higher grade. 

 
• A grade of A+ will be given at my discretion when I consider that your performance throughout the 

semester has been above expectations. 
 
• About class participation: I will not allocate points for class participation. However, your grade 

will be lowered if you do not demonstrate positive character and professional dispositions.  
Please, do not to miss class, be on time, do not talk to or laugh with fellow students when other 
students or the instructor are talking, turn your cell phone off before class starts. 

 
 
Course Attendance Policy 

“It is the policy of the College that regular class attendance is a basic requirement in all courses. However, 
as long as absences are not excessive, it shall be the students’ performance and not their attendance record 
which shall determine their course grades. Penalties for excessive absences, as determined by the 
instructor’s policy, shall not exceed one-third of a letter grade per class hour of absence.” (SUNY Cortland 
College Handbook: 2004-2006, 410:12 A). 
 
PLEASE NOTE: In this class, I consider excessive absences when you miss more than 3 classes (which 
make a week and a half of the course. Thus, if you  
• If you miss 3 or 4 classes, your final grade will be lowered 1/3 of a letter grade (A-  B+, B  B-) 
• If you miss 5 classes, your final grade will be lowered one complete letter grade (A  B) 
•  If you miss 6 or more classes you will most likely fail the course. 
• Being late to class will be counted as a ½ absence.  
• Leaving 20 minutes earlier will be considered an absence 
 
Note: When absences are due to very special circumstances, please, talk to me beforehand if possible or as 
soon as you miss class.  
Note: When you are absent, you are responsible for getting the notes and all the information and 
announcements given in class, from one of your classmates. 
 

Accommodation of Disabilities 
If you are a student with a disability and wish to request accommodations, please contact the Office of 
Student Disability Services located in B-1 Van Hoesen Hall or call (607) 753-2066 for an appointment. 
Information regarding your disability will be treated in a confidential manner. Because many 
accommodations require early planning, requests for accommodations should be made as early as possible. 
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Academic Integrity 
The College is an academic community which values academic integrity and takes seriously its 
responsibility for upholding academic honesty. All members of the academic community have an obligation 
to uphold high intellectual and ethical standards. 
A violation of academic integrity as an instance of academic dishonesty can occur in many ways. As 
discussed in the SUNY Cortland College Handbook (340:02) instances of academic dishonesty include 
plagiarism, cheating on examinations, and other actions such as: 
• “Possessing papers, assignments, examinations, reports, lab reports or other assignments that have not 

been formally released by the instructor. 
• Purchasing a paper or assignment from an online source, paper mill, another student, or other source and 

submitting it, wholly or in part, as one’s own work 
• Possessing another student’s work without permission 
• Writing or creating a research paper, written report, lab report or other work for another student 
• Submitting the same work for two different classes without the approval of both faculty members 

teaching both classes.”  
Violations will be handled according to the College policies published in the College Handbook, the College 
Catalog, and the Code of Student Conduct and Related Policies. 
 

Task Stream Statement 
(Please, talk to Dr. Kim or Dr. Stratton about this issue). The Childhood/Early Childhood Education 
Department uses TaskStream as its data management tool for performance-based assessments for the NY 
State Department of Education, NCATE, ACEI, NAEYC, and other reports. Candidates are required to 
subscribe to TaskStream and to upload certain tasks into a Directed Response Folio for each of their courses 
in the program. 

 
Professional Dispositions Statement  

This course follows the Childhood/Early Childhood Department procedures for continuous positive growth 
toward strong teaching skills and dispositions as reflected in the Assessment of Candidate’s Professional 
Dispositions (see next page). It is the policy of the Department that positive teaching dispositions are a basic 
requirement. In the event of problematic demonstration of teaching disposition, incidents will be 
documented and the departmental and Teacher Education Council Fair Practice Policy and Procedures for 
action will be followed.   

 
Childhood/Early Childhood Department - Assessment of Candidate’s Professional Dispositions Form 

At SUNY Cortland teacher education is framed by a central commitment to liberal learning that comprises 
the themes of personal responsibility, social justice and global understanding. Teacher candidates are 
expected to develop and demonstrate the dispositions identified in professional, state and institutional 
standards. The character, teaching, and professional dispositions are listed on the following page. 

 



 
Candidate name:__________________________________________________________ 
Candidate’s signature of understanding:___________________________ Date:______________  
 
Rating Scale:  U= Unsatisfactory; S=Satisfactory;  E=Excellent 
The signed form is to be placed in a confidential file in the Childhood/Early Childhood Education Office, VH, B134. 
 
 
   Rating     Date Faculty Init

Character Dispositions 
   

Honesty (moral, ethical, honorable)    
Integrity (trustworthy, resolute, self-advocacy)    
Caring (empathy, supportive, advocates)    
Work ethic (participates, organized, reflective)    
Responsible (reliable, deliberative, leadership)    
Accountable (unbiased, transparent)    
    

Teaching Dispositions 
   

Content knowledge (understands, innovative, creative)    
Competent in arts/sciences (literate, numerate, understands)    
Sees children are capable learners (encourages, supports)    
Maintains high standards (challenges, investigative, curious)    
Is fair (responsible, promotes social justice)    
Creates safe and nurturing classroom (considerate, aware)    
Uses technology effectively (accesses, integrates)    
Meets varied learning styles (domains, multiple intelligence)    
Respects diversity (accepting, inclusive, promotes equity)    
Is reflective (thoughtful, resourceful, self-awareness)    
Uses assessment effectively (multiple methods, plan, report)    
Communicates effectively (children, families, co-workers)    
Integrates curriculum (linkage, themes)    
    

Professional Dispositions 
   

Attitude to learning (participates, enthusiastic, critical 
analysis) 

   

Punctuality (on time, stays for whole class)    
Commitment (dedicated, life-long learner, respectful, 
tenacious) 

   

Collaborative (communicates, works in teams)    
Respectful (shows respect for instructor and peers)    
Receptive (responds to new ideas, feedback, acts)    
Concentrates (focused, does not disrupt others’ learning)    
Appearance (clean, groomed, appropriate)    
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Fall Semester 2010 - EDU 512 - TENTATIVE Agenda 

The due dates may change because some depend on the work we do in class.  
  

 
 Week of T and Th Assignments due 

1 Find out what is:  to be a rational counter”, 
counting-all and counting-on  

2 
 

Read Addition and Subtraction package 

3 
 

Read Multiplication and Division package 
HW 1 (+ & -) due 9-16  
W1: Equity Part I due 9-17 

4 HW 2: (x & /) due 9-23 

5 W2: Equity Part II due 9-30 
  

6 Take home Quiz 1: (Cumulative topics)  
due 10-1  
Observation 1 due 

7 HM 3 due Oct 8 
 HW 4 due 10-14  

L1: Group lesson (“Length of sides of a 
triangle” due 10-16) 

8 Observation 2 due 
  
9 L2: Performance. assessment due 10-29 
 
9 In-class Quiz Nov 5 
 Observation 3 due 
10  
11  
12  L3: Two connected lesson plans-from 

observations, 11-24 
No class Thanksgiving Break 
13 L4: Children’s lit assign. due 12-3 
 
14 Presentations of children’s lit 

 
Study Days   

Portfolio Presentations:  TBA Quiz 3 due 12-14 
Within the week of Dec. 14 W3: Final reflection due 12-14 
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